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STARBOOKS for the New Normal

COVID-19 has changed the work landscape. Quarantine restrictions 
have put to a halt face-to-face interactions and activities, instead 
moving it virtually, contactless platforms. However, even before 
the pandemic, STARBOOKS saw the importance of developing 
mobile apps, more engaging websites, and alternative ways of 
engagement  to become more responsive to the needs of its 
publics and stakeholders. As a result, it was able to nimbly 
pivot to the demands and challenges of the new normal. 

Six reasons why STARBOOKS is the “go-to” STEM resource 
provider
For students and teachers, academic life must continue even in the 
face of a pandemic. As schools and universities prepared for the 
resumption of their academic year, which was on hold for a while, 
administrators are quick to find solutions even if these entailed 
daunting tasks because of the various challenges that beleaguered 
the education sector.

Do you need a science portal 
containing reliable information 
for your kids?

Download the Science and
Technology Academic and 
Research Based Openly 
Operated Kiosks or STARBOOKS 
as it has released three mobile 
applications that can be 
used in blended learning  as  
brought about by the Covid-19 
pandemic.

STARBOOKS now in mobile 
phones

STARBOOKS continues to bring 
science to the people amidst 
pandemic

Despite the limitations on 
mobility and public gatherings 
posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, 
STARBOOKS strives to continue 
in bringing its services and 
provide avenues to collaborate 
and assists its stakeholders 
through alternative means such 
as webinars, training, and virtual 
consultations among others.

Army Training Command receives assistance 
from DOST

Community Outreach: Bringing S&T closer to 
conflict-prone barangays in North Cotabato
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OPINIONS

Upgrading our public  libraries for the next normal
By  Senator Sonny M. Angara

Education has always been an important aspect 
of Filipino culture. How many times have we heard 
that a good education is the most important 
inheritance parents can give to their children? But 
now, in the Next Normal that Covid-19 has brought, 
education as we know it has become problematic.

As of early October, when classes started, some 
3 million potential students were not enrolled. 
This number has probably lessened, given that 
the Department of Education has allowed late 
enrollment, as long as the prospective students can 
comply with 80 percent of program requirements.

To make matters more urgent, it is not only about 
the number of students that are not being enrolled; 
it is also about the challenges educators are facing 
to make distance and blended learning more 
effective. With desktop computers, laptops, tablets, 
smartphones, and reliable Internet connectivity 
in low availability, teachers and students alike 
are now having a difficult time maximizing the 
learning experience. Many have reported not 
being able to access at all their online classes.

One way to address such concerns is to utilize 
and upgrade our public libraries and barangay 
reading centers. With everything shifting towards 
digital and online access, our libraries and learning 
centers need to follow suit, if they wish to remain 
relevant and useful to the communities they serve.

Consider, for example, how the Department of 
Science and Technology already has in place the 
services of the Science and Technology Information 
Institute for science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics subjects. The STII’s digitized and 
online resources are ready to reply to requests, and 
can provide online library services to public and 
private-school students, teachers, and researchers. 
STEM materials for both teachers and students have 
also been made available online, with DOST-STII 
publishing titles available for free on their web site.

The DOST also has the DOST-STARBOOKS, or 
Science and Technology Academic and Research-
Based Openly Operated Kiosks, which target 
schools in remote areas, and has various mobile 
apps available in conjunction with its digital 
library. It is with this sort of educational support 
in mind that I filed Senate Bill 1879, which aims to 
strengthen the Philippine public library system 

through continuous technological updates, 
and the use of the latest in electronic library 
technology.

The proposed bill amends Republic Act 7743, which 
provides for the establishment of libraries and 
barangay reading centers throughout the country. 
It is also an update of an earlier bill we filed (SB 827), 
as we acknowledge the challenges that the Covid-19 
pandemic and resulting quarantine have presented 
for the government’s public library system.

Under our measure, our public libraries and 
reading centers should be upgraded and enabled 
to provide free fast Internet connectivity, and 
ICT equipment for community use. Our aim is to 
replicate throughout the country how many public 
library systems across the world rent out laptops or 
mobile WiFi hotspots to library users. Even during 
a pandemic, our libraries and reading centers 
should still help our people educate themselves.

The measure also spells out that our public libraries 
and reading centers can also be used for seminars, 
training modules, webinars, and other activities that 
aim to encourage and increase functional literacy, a 
culture of reading, and the habits of self-studying 
and lifelong learning. These upgrades will also make 
accessible local heritage and history to the youth, 
which will hopefully promote nationalism and 
socio-civic consciousness. The bill will also push for 
an increased budget for the National Library, which 
will be the lead agency in this effort, at P500 million 
annually until all cities and municipalities will have 
updated, fully functional electronic library facilities.

We know that education will be the key to 
preparing future Filipino generations in the Next 
Normal and beyond it. To that end, we must open 
up all possible avenues for them to learn and gain 
the knowledge that will benefit them. Hence, our 
public libraries and community reading centers 
should be upgraded to become even more active 
participants in the education of our people.

Sen. Sonny Angara has been in public service 
for 16 years—nine years as Representative of the 
Lone District of Aurora, and seven as Senator. He 
has authored and sponsored more than 200 laws. 
He is currently serving his second term in the 
Senate. (via Business Mirror, November 5, 2020)
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As the need to go online because of the restrictions 
on face-to-face classes rises, many students were 
driven to look for scientific  information either 
through the internet or through alternative 
digital information tools like the Science 
and Technology Academic Research-Based 
Openly Operated Kiosks or STARBOOKS, the 
digital science library in a box. 

But for those who are new to STARBOOKS, 
you may want to download informational and 
instructional videos online for more details.

Moreover, the Department of Science and 
Technology-Science and Technology Information 
Institute has developed and produced four 
informational videos on STARBOOKS that 
provide easy-to-follow instructions and 
information about the STARBOOKS including 
the website and its mobile applications.

To view the latest STARBOOKS informational 
videos online, just scan the QR codes below.

New STARBOOKS informational videos now 
available online
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These  mobile applications were released in 
June 2020 coinciding with the STARBOOKS 
ninth anniversary. The STARBOOKS mobile 
apps can be used in scientific research, 
experiments and as reference  materials.

The digital science library in a box contains a vast 
collection of local and international scientific 
research materials, references, and resources.  

Designed originally as an offline-onsite science 
digital library, the STARBOOKS made science 
research information accessible to students by 
deploying 4,800 units across the Philippines. 
And as schools turn to remote learning, bringing 
information to students has become even more 
challenging. With the new mobile app, students 
can now access science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics research and 
information materials  from home through the 
mobile applications.

NEWS FEATURE

STARBOOKS now...

But why STARBOOKS?

Because STARBOOKS is designed for easier access 
to thousands of science resources. It use and 
contains more engaging content that will keep 
users navigating for more information. Users can 
also enjoy the STARBOOKS Quiz Application. To 
test the user’s knowledge of science and math, 
a user may try answering the quizzes. The quiz 
is categorized from grade school to college level. 

For users who have no access to the internet, 
the STARBOOKS offline version is equipped 
with a Geomap to locate the nearest 
STARBOOKS in your locality. So the next time 
your are confronted with difficult science or 
math questions, try searching STARBOOKS 
because the answer may be found in the star.

The students of the future 
will demand the learning 

support that is appropriate 
for their situation or context. 
Nothing more. Nothing less. 

And they want it at the 
moment the need arises. Not 

sooner. Not later. Mobiles 
will be a key technology 
to provide that learning 

support.

-Dr. Marcus Specht
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Virtual training is the new normal
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The Department of Science and Technology 
regional offices 5, 7 and the Provincial Science 
and Technology Center-Bukidnon rolled-out 
the STARBOOKS through the Community 
Empowerment through Science and Technology 
(CEST) program. The CEST program targets 
to empower the poorest and most depressed 
communities in the country, through S&T 
interventions in health and nutrition, water and 
sanitation, basic education and literacy, livelihood/
economic enterprise development, and disaster 
risk reduction, and climate change adaptation.

Rolling out STARBOOKS through CEST

To sustain the public awareness on DOST-Science 
and Technology Information Institute’s (DOST-
STII) library services and STARBOOKS, DOST-STII 
and the National Library of the Philippines have 
organized the “Webinar on Free E-resources 
for Online Learning” last 23 October 2020 
highlighting the various library products and 
services offered by the Institute. Also, featured in 
the webinar is the STARBOOKS, which provides 
thousands of library holdings on science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics.  

The Carl E. Balita Review Center (CBRC), the leading 
review center for teachers and nurses in the country, 
adopted the STARBOOKS on their 120 learning 
hubs spread across the Philippines. The CBRC also 
incorporated the STARBOOKS online portal to its 
official website, benefiting thousands of reviewers 
and education practitioners affiliated with CBRC. 
Recently, the DOST-Science and Technology 
Information Institute has conducted the first
virtual training and orientation for STARBOOKS 
admins and users.

Library services virtual talks

To sustain brand visibility, STARBOOKS hosted and co-facilitated virtual events with its marketing and 
deployment partners. Among the activities conducted during the quarantine are the following:

 from page 1

STARBOOKS continues to...
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Whether the world is on an economic standstill 
or health emergency brought about by a 
pandemic or disaster- human or natural- students 
should not be deprived of education. And the 
government is bound to find ways; to pivot for 
that matter, and thrive amidst uncertain times.

Yes, that is how the government should respond. 
Hence, the government could rely on science and 
technology in providing solutions, simple or not, 
for science exists to serve the people. And here at 
the Science and Technology Information Institute 
of the Department of Science and Technology 
(DOST-STII), it has rolled-out the Science and 
Technology Academic and Research-Based 
Openly Operated Kiosks or STARBOOKS nine 
years ago to serve as the country’s offline digital 
science library in a box.

The STARBOOKS is DOST’s answer to the 
languishing science and mathematics proficiency. 
It contains thousands of resources on science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics 
(STEM) that can complement or add on to the 
library holdings of local libraries in the country.

The resources contained in STARBOOKS were 
curated and vetted by DOST-STII. Moreover, 
STARBOOKS was rolled-out to various schools 
and state universities, and colleges to respond 
to the needs of students and researchers on 
quality and reliable science resources and 
improve the STEM proficiency of Filipino students 
in the global ranking.

And for that, here are the 6 reasons why STARBOOKS 
should be the “go-to” resource provider for STEM.

1. STARBOOKS online version.  The DOST- 
STII developed and rolled-out to schools and 
SUCs the online version of STARBOOKS to 
help students with their blended learning 
modalities. The DOST also is planning to explore 
the possibility of using technology to address 
the gaps in distance learning in the new normal.

2. Online 24/7. With schools are closed, so thus 
the libraries. Yet, students can still search 
STARBOOKS online and access its portal for 

NEWS FEATURE

science information resources all day and 
       all night.

3. Gender-fair language. STARBOOKS was 
among the recognized government programs 
for its commitment to gender-fair language 
on all its communication initiatives. It was 
attributed as one of the key programs during 
the Gender and Development Executive 
Briefing on Gender Mainstreaming. The briefing 
served as a refresher on gender mainstreaming 
to equip the government in designing its 
initiatives towards gender mainstreaming 

       goals.

4. Ease of use. In the recent STARBOOKS webinar 
series, it highlighted its use in distance learning. 
Science and math experts have developed 
strategies on how teachers can use its contents 
in crafting lesson plans and supplemental 
activity modules on science and math subjects.

5. Free digital library. STARBOOKS is royalty-free. 
Its library resources are updated regularly and are 
for public access. In recent years, DOST-STII has 
been introducing innovations to address gaps 
in its beneficiaries such as the lack of electricity, 
internet connection, and computer hardware.

In response to the challenges, DOST-STII 
introduced the solar-powered units that 
are deployed in the far-flung communities

       of the country.

6. Internationally recognized. As early as 2013, 
STARBOOKS has been recognized here and 
abroad for its technological innovation in 
diffusing science and technology knowledge 
and information. STARBOOKS was cited in the 
book The Journal Science Communication: 
A Contemporary Definition” as among 
the DOST initiatives that communicate 
science to create awareness, understanding, 
interest, opinion-forming, and enjoyment.

 from page 1

Six reasons...
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STARBOOKS builds up partnerships despite lockdowns

STARBOOKS HIGHLIGHTS

Carl Balita Review Center adopts 120 STARBOOKS units/kiosks

In response to the rising demand for legitimate 
academic resources online, the Carl Balita 
Review Center has tapped the Science and 
Technology Academic and Research-Based 
Openly Operated Kiosks and adopts 120 units of 
STARBOOKS to provide research and information 
contents to thousands of future educators and 
nurses who are enrolled to the review center.

Secretary Fortunato T. de la Peña 
led the STARBOOKS and Carl Balita 
Review Center (CBRC) MOA Signing 
as hundreds of CBRC learning hub 

facilitator deployed STARBOOKS 
virtually

Astronomy resources soon at STARBOOKS

The DOST-STII’s STARBOOKS widens its collections 
as it inked a partnership with the Rizal Technological 
University’s Department of Earth and Sciences on 

Dr. Ma. Eugenia M. Yangco, Rizal 
Technological University President, showed 

the signed MOA with the DOST-STII in a 
content partnership for STARBOOKS

The partnership was formalized in a virtual 
Memorandum of Agreement signing on 12 June 
2020 and was attended by Department of Science 
and Technology Secretary Fortunato T. de la 
Peña, DOST-Science, and Technology Information 
Institute Director Richard P. Burgos, and radio 
personality and entrepreneur Dr. Carl E. Balita.

a resource-sharing agreement on the former’s 
astronomy resources. Through this partnership, 
learning more about space will be a lot easier.
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STARBOOKS rolls out new partnerships

DOST-STII director Richard 
P. Burgos (in red) received 

a brand new Lenovo laptop 
from LPI president Michael 
Ngan as DOST-STII finance 
chief Arlene Centeno and 

information resources chief 
Alan Taule looked on. The 
partnership will provide 

laptop units that are intalled  
with the STARBOOKS offline 

application to chosen 
schools accross the country. 

Also in photo (from L-R) 
Mr. Nikko Alamazar (Key 
Accounts Manager), Ms. 

Anna Abola (Commercial 
Marketing Manager) and Mr. 
Raymond Remoquillo (Large 
Enterprise and REL Business 

Lead) of LPI

Lenovo syncs with STARBOOKS to bring smarter technology for the people

The Department of Science and Technology- 
Science and Technology Information Institute 
(DOST-STII) opened new doors for partnership 
with Lenovo Philippines, Inc. (LPI) to complement 
its assets towards a smarter platform.

08

STARBOOKS HIGHLIGHTS

Four-in-one: STARBOOKS officially 
partners with the Department of 

Agriculture-Philippine Rice Research 
Institute, Unilab Foundation-Center 

for Integrated STEM Education in 
the Philippines, TRipplesPH, and 

FlipSciencePH in a virtual MOA Signing.

Also in June, DOST- STII signed an agreement with 
the Department of Agriculture – Philippine Rice 
Research Institute, Flipscience PH, TRipples PH 
and Unilab Foundation, Inc. – Center for Integrated 
STEM Education that will provide contents, 
engage in the deployment and marketing of 

STARBOOKS in the regions.

As STARBOOKS plays a vital role in stem education 
today, DOST-STII continues to beef up its roster 
of partners to leverage its presence in the 
regions.

The LPI will hand over laptop units with 
installed STARBOOKS offline application 
for dissemination to chosen schools or 
community beneficiaries across the Philippines.
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DOST Undersecretary for Scientific and Technical Services Renato U. Solidum, Jr. (2nd from right) and DEPED Undersecretary 
for Administration Alain Del B. Pascua led the Memorandum of Agreement signing that formalizes the deployment of 

STARBOOKS in all public elementary and secondary schools in the country through the DEPED Computerization Program. 
Also in photo are DOST-STII Director Richard P. Burgos and DEPED-ICTS Director Abram Y.C. Abanil.

DepEd supports STARBOOKS nationwide deployment through its computerization program

The Department of Science and Technology-
Science and Technology Information Institute 
and Department of Education (DepEd) agreed 
on the nationwide deployment of STARBOOKS 
through the DepEd Computerization Program 
(DCP), which will address the gaps in resources 
and facilities for the last mile schools that 
are located in geographically isolated and 
disadvantaged and conflict-affected areas.

STARBOOKS HIGHLIGHTS
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Around 10,000 schools will be given laptops under 
the new batch of DCP. These laptops will be pre-
installed with STARBOOKS. The DCP package 
includes one laptop for the teacher and 50 
Windows tablets for students. The laptop will serve 
as the server to connect the 50 Windows tablets.

This initiative will bring the library in a box 
inside the classroom.
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STARBOOKS’ deployment officers’ confab 
announces innovation 

In its Virtual Deployment Officers’ Assembly, 
DOST-STII outlined the latest developments in the 
STARBOOKS system. Among the developments 
presented was the technology that sets 
its wireless network. The wireless network 
setup is more cost-efficient than the current 
design where various institutions provide the 
computer units.

DOST-STII regularly holds the STARBOOKS 
Deployment Officers’ Assembly to convene 
regional teams to assess previous activities as 
well as plan for upcoming events. 

The assembly serves as an avenue for 
STARBOOKS action officers to interact and 
share their best practices and resources, as 
well as to further strengthen active network of 

STARBOOKS webinar series reached 60K+ science and math teachers

On its ninth anniversary June 2020,  the  
STARBOOKS launched a 3-part webinar series in 
partnership with the Unilab Foundation through 
its Center for Integrated STEM Education, Inc. to 
help assist teachers in developing basic learning 
modules in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics using STARBOOKS resources 
for remote teaching in the new normal. The whole 
webinar series had a total of 6,386 registered 
participants and reached 61,000 individuals.

10

STARBOOKS HIGHLIGHTS

A total of 115 STARBOOKS Deployment officers from all of the 17 
DOST regional offices attended the virtual meeting last 

21 october via Zoom.

By Allyana A. Almonte, DOST-STII

By Allyana A. Almonte, DOST-STII

support for the successful implementation of the 
project in the regions. This is the second time that 
the assembly was held virtually.

“The webinar series is only part of what we intend 
to do under the new normal to augment the 
educational needs of our students. STARBOOKS 
is a perfect tool that offers a myriad of information 
on science, technology, and innovation in support 
of the STEM curriculum. And what is good about 
STARBOOKS is that it can be accessed even 
offline,” explained DOST-STII Director Richard 
P. Burgos.

The three-part webinar series was 
aimed to help teachers in developing 

basic learning modules in STEM 
using the STARBOOKS resources.
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Educators and administrators round up for STARBOOKS training
By Vanessa Tawali, DOST-I

Batac City – Teachers and school administrators 
were gathered virtually for a training course in 
Batac City, Ilocos Norte. 

A total of 73 teachers, school heads, and ICT 
coordinators from all public elementary schools, 
junior and  senior high schools under the 
supervision of the Department of Education 
(DepEd-Batac City) have attended the Science and 
Technology Academic and Research-Based Openly 
Operated Kiosks or STARBOOKS virtual online 
and offline orientation last 12 November 2020.

The Schools Division Chief Education Supervisor 
Marilou Sales shared that the collaboration 
between the Department of Science and 
Technology (DOST) and DepEd reinforces the 
values, cultures, and opportunities that schools 
provide for their students., “The STARBOOKS 
encourages curious minds to develop new ideas 
and plays a vital role in providing Batacueno 
learners educational resources especially in 
this time of the pandemic,” maintains Dr. Sales. 

Meanwhile, DOST Regional Office I personnel 
and STARBOOKS focal person Mr. James Prepose 
facilitated the STARBOOKS orientation. Mr. Prepose 
walked through the participants on the number of 
features and contents of the digital library as well 

as the creation and management of accounts. 

The STARBOOKS is an offline digital science library 
containing thousands of science resources from 
abstracts, research, livelihood videos, and local 
and international reference materials to name a 
few. It is a great tool for academic institutions in 
terms of boosting and complementing the library 
holdings on science, technology, engineering, 
and math especially in the time of virtual learning.

DOST-Provincial S&T 
Center Ilocos Norte 

OIC Gerald Q. Gabriel, 
DEPED Curriculum 

Implementation 
Division chief Marilou 
B. Sales, and Schools 

Division Superintendent 
Joel B. Lopez led the 
MOU that formalizes 

the deployment of 
STARBOOKS in DEPED 
schools in Batac, Ilocos 

Norte. (Photo courtesy of 
DOST Regional Office 1)

On going installation of STARBOOKS to the 43 computer 
units at PSTC Ilocos Norte, Batac, Ilocos Norte
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Liblib na paaralan ng Rizal, Cagayan nakatanggap ng STARBOOKS 

Baku-bakong daan at makapal na putik man ay 
walang makapipigil upang maabot ng Science 
and Technology Academic Research Based Openly 
Operated Kiosks (STARBOOKS) ang mga paaralan 
ng Zinundungan Valley Rizal, Cagayan Valley.

Sa pangunguna nina Rowena A. Guzman, ang 
tagapangasiwa ng programang Community 
Empowerment thru Science and Technology 
(CEST) ng DOST at Engr. Ferdinand Michael 
ng Provincial Science and Technology 
Center- Cagayan, ang STARBOOKS ay tagumpay 
na naitawid ang dalawang computer na 
naglalaman ng STARBOOKS software na 
ipamamahagi sa mababang paaralan ng San 
Juan Integrated School at Masi Elementary School.

Malaki ang maitutulong ng STARBOOKS para sa 
mga mag-aaral ng nasabing paaralan dahil ito 
ay mayroong malawak na pagkukunan ng mga 
impormasyon at kaalaman tungkol sa agham, 
teknolohiya at matematika. Maliban dito, ang 
offline digital library ay naaayon sa kasalukuyang 
sitwasyon ng dalawang paaralan na walang 

internet connection.

Kahit na modular learning pa ang kasalukuyang 
sistema na ipinaiiral sa paaralan dahil sa 
pagpapahinto ng face-to-face class, magagamit 
pa rin ng mga mag-aaral ang STARBOOKS lalo 
na sa mga mag-aaral na namamalagi sa kanilang 
paaralan sa ilalim naman ng programang “Class 
Home” ng Department of Education Region II.

Sadyang mahirap ang pinagdaanan ng mga
kawani ng DOST II upang maibahagi ang 
STARBOOKS lalo na sa liblib na bayan ng Rizal 
ngunit mas mahirap isipin ang kasalukuyang 
kalagayan ng mga mag-aaral na salat sa mga 
pangunahing pangangailangan gaya ng  kuryente 
at modernong pasilidad para sa edukasyon.
Ayon kay Guzman, hindi rito nagtatapos ang 
tulong ng DOST II sa komunidad, kundi, simula 
pa lamang ito ng maraming intervention 
upang mapaunlad pa ang kabuhayan ng mga 
residente dito.  (DOST-Regional Office 2)

REGIONAL NEWS
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Malugod na tinanggap ng mga guro mula sa San Juan Integrated School at Masi Elementary School, Zindungan Valley, 
Rizal, Cagayan Valley ang dalawang computer na naglalaman ng STARBOOKS digital science library. (larawan mula sa DOST 

Regional Office 2)
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Army Training Command receives assistance from DOST
By Dhannize Mae M. Pili, DOST-III

Tarlac- The Department of Science and 
Technology Regional Office III (DOST III) turned 
over a package of baking equipment to an 
unlikely group of recipients the Philippine Army.

A group from the Philippine Army Training and 
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) at Camp O’ Donnell 
in Capas, Tarlac received the baking equipment 
through a DOST Grants-In-Aid program to enable 
the group to produce veggie bread to supplement 
the nutritional needs of the men in uniform.  

Aside from the baking equipment, DOST III 
also provided a set of Science and Technology 
Academic and Research-Based Openly 
Operated Kiosks, a standalone science library 
in a box, to provide the Army access to the vast 
science resources for their research initiatives.

“With this STARBOOKS program, we will have 
more access to information and access to (science) 
literature and informative resources,” added 
General Valencia.

In a simple turn-over ceremony held early in August, 
Major General Cornelio H. Valencia, Jr. expressed 
his appreciation for DOST’s support, which he 

considers as timely especially in this time 
of the pandemic.

“Because having a bakery inside camp will 
prevent us from going outside just to buy bread,” 
explained General Valencia. “As Filipinos, eating 
hot ‘pandesal’ in the morning is an energy 
booster to start our day. So, having it readily 
available inside the camp is very practical.”

Nutribun is a nutritious bread product used in an 
elementary feeding program to combat child 
malnutrition from 1970 up to late 1997. The bread 
was reformulated and reintroduced by DOST-Food 
and Nutrition Research Institute and is looking
for partners to produce the bread to make it 
available to the public.

Meanwhile, Dr. Sicat shared his commitment 
to support the military through science and 
technology. “Our assistance will not stop here,” 
Sicat continues. “Tuluy-tuloy po ang ating 
gagawing assistance until we finally achieve our 
dream of a world-class military personnel in 
the Philippines.”

DOST Regional Officer 
3 director Julius C. 

Sicat handed-over the 
STARBOOKS to Camp 

O'Donnel Major General 
Cornelio H. Valencia Jr. 
during the STARBOOKS 

deployment held in 
Tarlac. (Photo courtesy 

of DOST Regional Office 
III)
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OPERATION KAJO: A collaborative effort to strengthen barangay libraries in Benguet

A noble project to put libraries in the barangays of 
Atok, Benguet to make learning and information 
materials accessible to the people including the 
out-of-school youths, elderly people, and lifelong 
learners.

Called Operation Kajo, the project is a collaboration 
among government agencies and private 
sectors such as the Department of Science and 
Technology- Cordillera Administrative Region 
(DOST-CAR), Local Government Unit of ATOK, 
Cordillera Career Development College (CCDC), 
Philippine Librarians’ Association Incorporated 
– CAR that aims to encourage the public to visit 
the community libraries set in barangay halls.

Last 4 December 2020, a Memorandum of 
Agreement was signed to formally turn over the 
numerous digital and printed learning materials 
and establish the barangay libraries in all 
barangays of Atok.

Aside from the materials mentioned, a desktop 
computer set containing Science and Technology 
Academic and Research-Based Openly Operated 

Kiosks or STARBOOKS was handed. The 
STARBOOKS is the country’s first offline digital 
science library in a box. 

Other digital materials came from the 
Philippines Librarians Association, Inc.-Cordillera 
Administrative Region Librarians Council while 
assorted printed materials were donated by the 
Department of Health – Cordillera, Department of 
Agriculture-Cordillera, DOST-Food and Nutrition 
Research Institute, Benguet State University-
Research and Extension Publication Office, 
University of the Philippines- Baguio, CCDC and 
private donors. The digital and printed materials 
went to each of the eight barangays of Atok, 
Benguet.

The DOST-CAR hopes to deepen the network, 
improve the strategies and widen the partnership 
activities to reach more far-flung barangays 
to improve the quality of learning in their 
communities.  (DOST Provincial S&T Center 
Benguet)

REGIONAL NEWS
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Barangay representatives from Sayangan and Naguey in Atok, Benguet received the STARBOOKS during the MOA signing to 
formally turnover and establish the Barangay Libraries in the communities and tribes of Atok, Benguet.
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 TESDA-Biliran, newest STARBOOKS partner

The Department of Science and Technology
Regional Office VIII (DOST VIII) turned-over on
19 November 2020 units of the Science and
Technology Academic and Research-Based Openly
Operated Kiosks (STARBOOKS) to the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority –
Cabucgayan National School of Arts and Trades
(TESDA-CNSAT) in Libertad, Cabucgayan, Biliran.

Representatives from both institutions were
present during the formal turn over ceremony
held at the FBS Workshop Room of TESDA-
CNSAT. Provincial Science and Technology 
Center-Biliran director Romeo L. Dignos together 
with Engr. Florentino Quiñones were present 

for DOST VIII while Mr. Lino R. Severino, 
Vocational School Administrator III received the 
units for TESDA-CNSAT.

The partnership involved the transfer and
installation of the STARBOOKS software and 
configuration of the computer network to the 
STARBOOKS portal.

On the part of TESDA-CNSAT, the vocational
school in Biliran provided the six units of
personal computers that were configured into
workstations connected wirelessly through a 
wireless router. (DOST-Biliran)

Dr. Romeo L. Dignos, Provincial Science and Technology Officer DOST-Biliran, Engr. Florentino Quiñones of DOST-VIII 
Management Informstion Center Coordination and Mr. Lino R. Severino, the Vocational School Administator at

 TESDA-CNSAT posed after the actual MOA signing ceremony for the deployment of STARBOOKS to TESDA-CNSAT.
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DOST XI, DepEd IGaCoS and DTI seals partnership, kickstart deployment of STARBOOKS

Engr. Judy Donna Davao 
del Norte Provincial S&T 

Director led the MOU signing 
together with (R-L) Science 
Education supervisor Allan 
D. Balisbis, DEPED School 

Division Suprintendent 
Winnie E. Batoon, and DTI-

DAVAO del Norte Field Office 
PCPS Coordinator Elmer M. 

Gingos.

Island Garden City of Samal - “Samal City,  a 
division of fulfillment,” is what the School 
Division Superintendent Dr. Winnie E. Batoon on 
this island garden believes in.

He shared that nothing should hinder a student 
from fulfilling a dream, not even the lack of 
cilities and research materials in school. That is why 
when he heard about the Science and Technology 
Academic-Research-Based Openly Operated 
Kiosks or STARBOOKS, he did not give a 
second thought and instantly grabbed the 
opportunity to have one.

On 8 July 2020, the DOST Regional Office XI 
(DOST XI) through its Provincial Science and 
Technology Center- Davao del Norte, Department 
of Education-Island Garden City of Samal Division, 
and the Department of Trade and Industry-Davao 
del Norte Field Office (DTI) sealed the partnership 
through a Memorandum of Understanding 
that rolled out the adoption of STARBOOKS.

Training on installation and usage of the 
technology was conducted on the same day. 
This was participated by various education 
supervisors, school principals, and Information 
and Communications Technology coordinators.
Currently, there are already a total of ten 
recipient schools and one office on the island.

Under DTI’s project Personal Computers for 
Public Schools, several SuperSTARBOOKS were 
deployed in six schools, namely: Sta. Cruz National 
High School, Mambago-B National High School, 
Nieves Villarica National High School, Tagbitag-
ag National High School, Matanos National High 
School, and Balet

Meanwhile, the Peñaplata Central Elementary 
School, SPED Center, and Angel Villarica Central 
Elementary School were the recipient institutions 
of the DOST-DepEd Project Elimination of 
Academic Gaps of Learners in the Elementary 
(EAGLE).

In addition, the heads of the schools 
also took an interest as the San Isidro 
Integrated School and Cogon National High 
School were on board while the DepEd IGaCoS 
Division being the forerunner of learning, 
had one STARBOOKS installed in its office.

Seeing the success of the partnerships, partner 
agencies are now inclined at fulfilling its new 
goal of providing “A STARBOOKS in every school 
of Samal City.” The division underscored their 
support to the digital library as learning essentials 
in coping with and adapting to the pandemic.
(DOST Provincial S&T Center Davao del Norte)
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Community Outreach: Bringing S&T closer to conflict-prone barangays in North Cotabato 
KIDAPAWAN CITY – The Department of Science 
and Technology Regional Office XII once again 
joined the Nagkakaisang Adhikain para sa 
Cotabateños Lokal Serbisyo (NAC Caravan) last 
November 19 at Brgy. Balabag, Kidapawan, 
North Cotabato and presented to the various 
services DOST can contribute in developing 
the livelihood of the residents.

Brgy. Balabag is one of the 36 identified 
communities under the Provincial Task Force to 
End Local Communist Armed Conflict.

According to DOST XII Officer-In-Charge Sammy 
P. Malawan, “the best approach to bringing the 
benefits of science, technology, and innovation 
closer to the people in the countryside is to reach 
out to the community in person.”

Engr. Malawan mentioned the installation of 
Science and Technology Academic and 
Research-Based Openly Operated Kiosks or 
STARBOOKS, as among the services needed in 
schools to provide science and mathematics 

referencematerials. In addition, he mentioned 
the installation of early warning devices 
such as automated weather stations and 
the automated rain gauges to prevent or 
mitigate natural hazards. Also, Engr. Malawan 
shared that DOST XII will also provide livelihood 
assistance in the form of technical training, 
consultancy services, and the provision of the 
needed equipment for livelihood.

During the caravan, the people were encouraged 
to approach the DOST XII personnel for initial 
technology needs assessment to ensure the 
appropriate science and technology interventions.

”Today, we are happy to give you initial assistance,” 
Engr. Malawan said referring to bags and other 
school supplies for the children. He hoped that 
future DOST interventions to the community could 
lead to careers in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics for the young 
residents of the community. (DOST  Regional 
Office 12)

The STARBOOKS Olympiad is the first 
STARBOOKS quiz bee in Cagayan Valley.  The 
DOST-Science and Technology Information 
Institute welcomes this initiative from partners 
and stakeholders in Region II to further expand 
the program’s awareness, appreciation, and 
reach in the region.

Apparently, DOST-STII lauds the long-time 
partner DOST Regional Office II for nurturing 
the STARBOOKS stakeholders by introducing 
new activities that poster deeper appreciation 
to science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics information and resources, 
particularly in Region II. This friendly competition 
among participants showcased the various 
benefits of STARBOOKS to students and 
teachers alike.

Winners of the first STARBOOKS Olympiad
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